
Perform Three Tantrokt 
Sadhanas of Goddess Lakshmi 

The greatest thing to notice about 
Goddess Lakshmi Sadhanas is that they are 
simple, however, if someone doesn't have faith 
in the  then how will they be able to Sadhanas
attain success in them? Goddess Lakshmi 
resides in the home of Her devotes  and the one 

who is able to appease the Goddess is blessed 
with everything in life. On the other hand, a 
person who is unfortunate, who stays away from 
hard work is definitely not blessed by the 
Mother Goddess.

 Tantra is the most refined form 

Kartik Month - Lakshmi Month
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Matsyendranath's Lakshmi Bound procedure
Guru Matsyendranath was an even more 
accomplished  of  than Sadhak Tantra Guru 
Gorakhnath. His Lakshmi bounding procedure 
is definitely a boon for the  This human race.
Sadhana is performed on the eighth day of the 
Kartik's dark lunar phase which is falling on 

th
28  October this year.

Sadhana Procedure:
One needs Varvdayak Lakshmi energized 
Ganesha idol for this procedure which must be 
energized with Matsyendranath's Lakshmi 
Ganpati mantra. This  must be Sadhana
performed early in the morning. Take a bath and 
get into fresh  and sit on yellow clothes a yellow 
mat facing  Take a wooden plank and north.
cover it too with fresh yellow cloth. Place a 
picture of Gurudev and worship Him with 
vermillion, rice grains, flowers etc. Light a 
ghee lamp chant  and an . Then incense stick
one round of Guru Mantra and pray to 
Gurudev for success in Sadhana. 
 Next, place Varvdayak Lakshmi 
energized Ganesha idol in front of Gurudev's 
picture and bath it with water. Thereafter wipe 
dry and color it with saffron. Now offer some 
unbroken rice grains dyed in yellow color 
chanting  Om Vardayak MahaLakshmi Namah
for  108 time.

The  needs  Sadhak exactly 108 flowers

to perform this  One must ensure that Sadhana.
the quantity of the flowers must neither be 
greater nor less than  Now take a 108 flowers.
flower in your right hand and chant the below 
mantra and then offer it on to the idol.

Mantra 
Om Namo Vaital Dharani Gagan Bandhun, 

Aathon Disha Nava Nath Bandhu, Lachhami 
Ko Ghar Me Bandhu, Vaipar Chade, Gaja 
Turang Badhe, Kanak Sarai, Sab Siddha 

Hoya, Jo Na Ho, Rudra Ko Trishul Khandit 
Hoya Tham Tham Tham.

AA  Å¡ ueks oSrky /kjfu xxu cka/kwa , vkBksa 
fn'kk uo ukFk cka/kaw , yNeh dks ?kj esa cka/kaw , 
oSikj p<+s,  xt rqjUx c<+s, dud ljS, lc 
fl+) gks; , tks u gks;, #nz dks f='kwy [kfMr 

gks; Ba Ba Ba AA
Offering  chanting the above 108 flowers

mantra completes the Sadhana procedure. 
Thereafter, the  should join the hands Sadhak
and pray to and Goddess Lakshmi Lord 
Ganpati to permanently reside in your home. 
Then place the idol at your worship place or 
within your locker. If you are in a business, place 
the idol where you keep your money.   

Sadhana Articles 750/-

of  Any task which seems impossible Sadhanas.
via  they get easily Mantra Sadhanas,
accomplished via the Tantra Tantra Sadhanas. 
Sadhanas must always be performed with pious 
goals and with  Tantra just don't a pious soul.
mean and  killing, hypnotizing  attracting,
rather it means performing the tasks in 
compliance with the Shastras with good faith.

 Presented below are few special 
procedures that are best suited for Kartik 
month. They are simple to perform and are easy 
to obtain  One must perform these success.
Sadhanas with full devotion to obtain 
astonishing results.

Shastras didn't just mention the 

moonless night of Krishna Paksha of Kartik 
month as Diwali, rather they mentioned that 
the entire month is as favorable as Diwali to 
appease the Mother Goddess. Many Sadhaks 
have performed thirty Sadhana procedures 
during this month and have been able to enliven 
the saying of . Anyone who is rags to riches
determined to attain success, who has made up 
his mind to eradicate poverty from his life is 
bound to get success in the field of Sadhanas.

Presented below are few very secret 
Sadhanas related to  The Goddess Lakshmi.
Sadhaks  should perform all the  three 
Sadhanas and see the  of these positive impact
special  in their lives.Sadhanas
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Place one  in each Lakshmi Varvarad

cell. These nine Varvarads are nine powers of 

Goddess Lakshmi and one must ensure that 

these Varvarads are already energized with 

Ravan's Rishi procedure's mantra. Next offer 

water, vermillion, unbroken rice grains, 

flowers on these Varvarads and chant the below 

mantra with the Kamalgatta rosary. 

Mantra

Om Hreem Shreem Hreem Shreem

 Hreem Shreem Var Varad Lakshmi

 Aabadha Aabadha Phat.

AA ÅWa âha Jha âha Jha âha Jha oj 

ojn y{eh vkc) vkc) QV~ AA

Tie up all the  in a thread and Varvarads

hang it at the top of the entry door of your home 

or your shop such that the wind can touch them. 

Till the time the air continue to touch the 

Varvarads and enter into the home, there would 

be a continuous progress in your home or 

business. One must tie these Varvarads in a 

strong thread so that they can remain hung for 

the entire year. 

Sadhana Articles 780/-
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Ravan was an accomplished  in Sadhak

the field of  He took birth in a Rishi Tantra.

family and performed various great Tantra 

Sadhanas and was able to fill his home with all 

the  The below  is worldly pleasures. Sadhana

taken from Ranvan Samhita which has highly 

praised this Sadhana.

This procedure can be performed on the 

third day of the Karthi's bright lunar phase. 

This year, this day is falling on 
th7  November.

Sadhana Procedure:
One needs Nine Lakshmi Varvarad and 

Kamalgatta rosary for this procedure. This 

Sadhana must be performed during night after 

9 pm. Take a bath and get into fresh  red clothes

and sit on a  facing Take red mat north. a 

wooden plank and cover it too with fresh red 

cloth. Place  a picture of Revered SadGurudev

and  Him with worship vermillion, unbroken 

rice grains, flowers etc. Light a  and ghee lamp

an  Then  one round of Guru incense stick. chant

Mantra with the and pray to Gurudev for rosary 

success in Sadhana. 

Now take  and make the below a copper plate

Lakshmi bounding yantra with vermillion or 

saffron and offer unbroken  and rice grains

flower on it. 

Ravan's Lakshmi Bound Procedure 
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Guru Gorakhnath has mentioned this 

Sadhana procedure to be extremely useful as all 

other procedures can go in vain but not this one. 

Anyone who has performed this with Sadhana 

full faith and devotion has seen extraordinary 

outcomes in life. This  is performed on Sadhana

the  ninth day of the Kartik's bright lunar phase

which is falling on  this year. th
12 November

Sadhana Procedure:

 One needs  and Kamakshi Chakra

Kamakshi rosary for this procedure. This 

Sadhana must be performed during night after 

9 pm. Take a bath and get into fresh yellow 

clothes and sit on facing  a yellow mat north.

Take  and cover it too with fresh a wooden plank

yellow cloth. Place a picture of Revered 

SadGurudev  and   Him wi th worship

vermillion, rice grains, flowers etc. Light five 

oil lamps and  Then chant one an incense stick.

round of  with the rosary and pray Guru Mantra

to Gurudev for success in  Sadhana.

Now take a white paper and make the below 

Lakshmi bounding  with yantra vermillion, 

sandalwood saffron unbroken rice or  and offer 

grains and flower on it.

9

Guru Gorakhnath's Lakshmi Bound procedure

9

99

Place the  at Lakshmi Kamakshi Chakra
the center of this . Keep in mind that an yantra
already used  must not be Kamakshi Chakra
used in this  procedure and the Sadhana
Kamakshmi Chakra used in this procedure 
must not be used in any other  Next Sadhana.
offer water, vermillion, unbroken rice grains, 
flowers on these  and the Varvarads chant 
below mantra with the  One Kamalgatta rosary.
needs for this procedure and the 108 flowers 
Sadhak need to take a flower in the right hand, 
chant the below mantra twice and offer it on the 
Chakra. With this procedure, the Sadhak is 
actually bounding the  below and Lakshmi
above the flower. Thus in all, the  needs Sadhak
to  of the below mantra.chant 2 rounds

Mantra
KaamRupadesha Kaamakhyaa Devi Jahan Base 

Lakshmi Maharani, Aave Ghar Me Jam Kar 
Baithe, Siddha Hoya, Mero Sab Karaj Siddha 

Kare, Jo Chanun So Hoye Hreem Hreem Phat.

AA dke#ins'k dkek[;k nsoh tgka cls y{eh 

egkjkuh , vkos ?kj esa te ds cSBs , fl) gks; , esjks 

lc dkjt fl) djs, tks pkgwa lks gks; âha âha QV~AA

 Sleep at the worship place after 
performing the . Ensure that Sadhana an oil 
lamp and  remains lit throughout  a ghee lamp
the night.  must write all his questions  Sadhak
related to his financial problems like will it be 
beneficial to have business tie-up with the given 
person, or if he should invest in the given shares 
etc. in a paper and keep that below the pillow 
before sleeping. The person will definitely get 
some resolutions for his queries during night.

� Put the within your Kamakshi Chakra 
locker or at the place where you keep your 
money. Fold the yantra made on the paper and 
put in within an amulet and wear it around your 
neck. This amulet will work as an unending 
source of abundant  in your life. Lakshmi

Sadhana Articles 730/-
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